Object tracking through video or image becomes more popular in recent years. Indeed, clear and high contrast images are essential to attain good tracking results. The problem arises when the object in an image or video is under-exposed, resulting it to be hardly visible and differentiated from the background. Existing methods are able to solve some of the aforementioned problems, but produce other problems such as over-enhanced effect and color distortion. Thus, the object of interest may become untraceable due to these distortions. This paper proposes an image enhancement method to improve under-exposed images or videos through homomorphic filtering and mean histogram matching, in order to produce more visible and traceable objects. This method integrates homomorphic filtering method and histogram modification technique which consists of histogram matching and dual-histogram stretching. The proposed method is designed to reduce non-uniform illumination while increasing image/video contrast and visibility. The experiment results show that the proposed method outperforms some stateof-the-art methods in terms of visibility and contrast level on some standard benchmark database.
Image enhancement is a challenging problem due to the dynamic range and high noise levels especially for dark image sequences. It is becoming main challenge in video surveillance system. Undurraga et al. [9] proposed a method of improving a tracking algorithm using saliency through the quantification of a pixel's information. Covariance descriptor has been used to establish the variances of different pixel features, the areas that contain the greatest amount of information were then determined. These areas increased the tracker precision. In [10] , Cortez et al. developed an approach for object tracking based on covariance descriptor and On-line Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor (ONBNN) classifier. Singh, et al. [11] proposed recursive histogram equalization technique for enhancing low exposure images where the decomposition histogram based on exposure based thresholds and individual sub histogram equalization were used to enhance low exposure imaging. The authors claimed that their technique is effective for contrast images enhancement acquired in dim light conditions such those taken night vision or underwater. Morin et al. [12] designed a framework for image enhancement of ultrasound images based on a set of low resolution ultrasound frames. Zhou et al. [13] studied low illumination image enhancement issue in Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) color space by using Overall Brightness and Local Contrast Adaptive Enhancement (OBLCAE) algorithm. Unfortunately, it is found that the algorithm is not suitable for very low illumination image enhancement because of inherent defects caused by the brightness nonlinear mapping function. In a different approach, Huang et al. [2] proposed an object detection and tracking algorithm for night surveillance based on inter-frame differences which more conventional algorithms fail. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that pixel noises still occur. Object outlines may appear in the mask depending on frame rates / object speeds. It is also sensitive and requires manual threshold selection (chosen by hand). All these techniques can be used on static background (camera) with slowly moving objects of interest.
Santhi et al. [14] proposed adapted enhancement controlled contrast using adjusted histogram. This method minimizes the problems of over enhancement, saturation artifacts and change in mean brightness with conventional histogram equalization. A contrast enhancement rate was devised in order to achieve the varying contrast for output images. The algorithm has proven its superiority in producing better enhanced images than those obtained by contemporary techniques in terms of contrast per pixel and structural similarity index. Likun Hou et al. [15] developed a wavelet tight frame-based approach to reconstruct a well-exposed image with better visibility on details from the one with over/under-exposed regions. The experiments showed that this method can fairly repair over/under-exposed regions, and performs well on real photographs.
Shahamat et al. [16] proposed an illumination normalization method for face recognition systems. This method used homomorphic filter to extract the reflectance component of face images.
Shapira et al. [17] proposed a new algorithm, termed Generalized Histogram Matching (GHM), to find a monotonic mapping between two sets of images using their histograms. It extended Histogram Matching in three ways: (1) it handles multiple histograms; (2) it works with any additive distance metric (3) it works either with probability distribution functions (PDF) or cumulative distribution functions (CDF). The idea is to map the input image's intensities in such a way that the output image's intensities cover the entire range of intensities. This is achieved by using the CDF of the input image as the mapping function. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed homomorphic filtering and mean histogram matching (HF-MHM) method. The proposed HF-MHM method consists of two main steps which are homomorphic filtering and mean-histogram matching. HF-MHM begins with applying the image with homomorphic filtering. The image in RGB color space is first decomposed into respective channels. Then, the color percentages of each color channel are determined by dividing the sum of the intensity value for each channel with the sum of intensity value for all channels. Based on the computed channel percentage, the intermediate color channel which lies between the maximum and minimum value is obtained. This intermediate color channel will be used as a reference channel, as the histogram of this color channel will be matched with the other two histograms of other color channels.
METHODOLOGY
The color percentages and mean histogram of the image are determined. Based on mean histogram, image histograms are then applied with histogram matching, in where the other two color channels are matched with the mean histogram. After the histogram matching process, the image is applied with global contrast correction which applies dual histogram stretching to the image histograms. Finally, image channels are composed and an enhanced resultant image is produced. The detail of the process is explained in the following subsections. 
HOMOMORPHIC FILTERING
Homomorphic is designed to reduce the effect of non-uniform illumination. Images with the effects of under-and over-exposed normally have non-uniform illumination affection [16] . In illumination-reflectance model, illumination is regarded as low frequency signal. Thus, to remove the low frequency signal (illumination), the image is first converted into logarithm domain to separate the reflectance and illumination components. To this end, the image is first filtered by high-pass filter using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) before applying a Gaussian filter. Then, inverse FFT and inverse logarithm are applied on the image to obtain more uniform illuminated image Figure 2 shows the process steps of homomorphic filtering. 
Mean histogram is obtained by determination of the middle value (in ascending or descending order) between these color percentages (red, green, and blue).
HISTOGRAM MATCHING
Histogram matching refers to mapping one histogram (source histogram) in accordance with other histogram (reference histogram) [17] [18]. Histogram matching is used to map the source histogram which is normally from low quality image towards the reference histogram which has better quality and is more appropriate to a required application. However, in this proposed method, the implementation of histogram matching is used to increase the percentage of inferior color channel and reduces the percentage of dominant color channel. As a result, the output histogram becomes more balance between all three channels. To match the histogram, the PDF and CDF of both source and target histograms are required [19] . Figure 3 illustrates the process of histogram matching.
where ni is defined as the number of pixels with intensity i, divided by the total number of image pixels, n. [19] .
DUAL-HISTOGRAM STRETCHING
As mentioned by Abdul Ghani and Mat Isa [19] [20], dualhistogram stretching could improve low contrast image. Dualhistogram stretching divides a histogram into two regions at its mid-point. These upper and lower regions are then stretched individually to the entire dynamic range. The produced underand over-enhanced images are then combined by means of mean values. The method has been proven to enhance the image contrast to a certain degree. As mentioned in [19] , by dividing and stretching the histogram, the intensity values of the original histogram will be spread out to the higher intensity values. Fig.3 . The process of histogram matching [21] Consequences, the low intensity values (i.e. dark areas) of the original image will be assigned to new values which are higher intensity value (i.e. brighter areas). Thus, the stretching effect could improve the contrast by increasing the intensity values of dark areas. The detailed explanation of this step could be obtained from [19] [20] . Figure 4 shows original histogram divided into two separate histograms at its mid-point. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The resultant images are evaluated both qualitative and quantitatively. To evaluate the proposed method, the resultant images obtained are compared with those obtained by state-ofthe-art methods namely histogram equalization (HE) [21] [14][11] [22] , pixel distribution shifted color correction (PDSCC) [23] , unsupervised color correction method (UCM) [24] and contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [25] , on visual tracker benchmark database [26] and other images. In quantitative analysis, measurements used are peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), measurement of enhancement by entropy (EMEE), entropy and natural image quality evaluator (NIQE) [19] [21] [27] . Entropy is a measure of image information content, which is interpreted as the average uncertainty of information source [28] . In an image, entropy is defined as corresponding states of intensity level which individual pixels can adopt. EMEE is an extension of EME. As mentioned in [29] , for a certain circumstances, EME shows a characteristic of range dependent which changing itself based on the maximum and minimum range. This is thus not being ideal for measuring the image enhancement in all circumstances. Therefore, the measure of enhancement which is based on the concept of entropy is introduced. NIQE [30] is no-reference image quality assessment (NR-IQA) model that only makes use of measurable deviations from statistical regularities observed in natural image without training on human-rated distorted images. As shown in Figures 5 to 7 , all original images are suffered from under-exposed problem where the images are seen dark. Generally, HE increases the image contrast excessively which results in producing of over-enhanced. The resultant images are too bright, causing the image details in some areas are reduced and not visible. PDSCC could not improve the image contrast significantly as the output images are almost identical to the original images. On the other hand, UCM improves the images better than PDSCC as the output images are seen clearer. However, the method intends to turn the image into yellow or brown illumination. In some cases, as in Figures 6 and 7 , the improvement is very limited as parts of the images are still underexposed. CLAHE improves image better in some cases as the visibility of the image is increased. Nevertheless, in some cases such as in Figure 6 , the contrast improvement is limited as some parts of the image are still dark. The proposed HF-MHM method improves the image contrast and visibility as there are no overenhanced areas or excessive induced color.
The resultant images are also compared through quantitative evaluation as presented in Table 1 . The boldface values indicate the best value in the comparison. 
